Modern Insurance Software to Accelerate Your
Operations & Grow Your Premiums

Insurance Solutions to Collaborate  
from Anywhere

Insurium is a leading core platform for modern insurers. We support Insurium is rooted in both technology and insurance expertise,
digital transformation and emerging technologies, enabling you to be delivering innovative insurance software solutions. We
more efficient and focus on what is most important in your business. enable providers to deliver more value to their customers while
significantly reducing the administrative burden. Our core platform
allows companies to collaborate from anywhere using powerful,
Digital Transformation for Modern Insurers
web-based tools that streamline tasks, and optimize workflows.
With access to essential insurance technology, we make doing
Insurium provides what our customers have asked for: Fast and
business with your company easy for agents and customers.
accurate policy creation, expedited claims processing, and a
digital experience to pay bills and access policy information.

One Cloud-Based Solution

Insurium was designed for carriers, municipal risk pools, captives, and self-insured groups interested in delivering 100%
web-based tools for a 360-degree view of their customer life cycle while eliminating the need for multiple systems and processes.

Policy and Underwriting Administration

Policy Holder and Producer Access

Claims Management

Billing and Receivables
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Powerful rules-based underwriting module to
accommodate multistate, multi-line policy
administration, so that policies get written quickly,
accurately and in compliance with your
organizations underwriting guidelines.

Provide self-service access to new quote
submissions, policy information, claims intake and
review, online bill pay for a compelling user
experience and real-time access to quotes, policy,
claims and payment data.

ompletely replace your manual claims processes
or existing claims management system to
seamlessly integrate with policy information, close
claims quickly and reduce loss expenses.

liminate the need for manual invoicing and
payments and integrate with your existing
accounting system, making it easier for policy
holders to pay - reducing your cancellations and
increasing renewals.

eporting and Analytics

Cloud-Based Platform
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Immediate access to every critical aspect of the risk
pool or the policy holders you manage, providing
significant improvements to your ability to access
critical data and the speed in which you can report
and make decisions.

ecurely delivered anywhere an internet
connection can be found - no downloads or
applets required, enabling increased collaboration
across your organization and eliminating costly
technical support and capital expenses.
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Security

eveloped with a Microsoft-based back end and fully responsive Modern Web App Front End to support a wide array
of browsers, tablets, phones, and other devices. Access information from anywhere on any device with confidence
that your customer’s data is secure.
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